
COURSE TITLE : ADVANCED WEB DESIGN LAB 

COURSE CODE : 5268 

COURSE CATEGORY : A 

PERIODS/WEEK : 4 

PERIODS/SEMESTER : 52 

CREDITS : 2 

 

TIME SCHEDULE 

 

MODULE TOPICS PERIODS 

1 javaScript and JSON 13 

2 javaScript and XML 13 

3 AJAX and XML 13 

4 jQuery and AJAX 13 

 

Course General Outcomes: 

 

Sl. G.O On completion of this course the student will be able to : 

1 1 To understand javaScript and JSON 

2 1 To understand javaScript and XML 

3 1 To understand AJAX and XML 

4 1 To understand jQuery and AJAX 

 

Specific Outcomes: 

 

CYCLE – I: javaScript and JSON 

1.1 To understand javaScript and JSON 

1.1.1 Create a javaScript program to bind a function to on-click event of a button, the 

function perform and alert operation 

1.1.2 Create a javaScript program to bind a function to on-click event of a button, the 

function changes the colour of all paragraphs into red 

1.1.3 Create a javaScript program to bind on-click event function to all paragraphs inside a 

webpage such that when user clicks on a paragraph, its background colour should 

change to red and colour to white 



1.1.4 Create a javaScript program to create a JSON variable like a two-dimensional array 

that contains India's states and districts and print then as an ordered list 

1.1.5 Create a javaScript program to implement focus and blur event to all text boxes inside 

a form, when user focus on the textbox set background colour to gray, when blurred 

set it back to white 

 

CYCLE – II: javaScript and XML 

2.1 To understand javaScript and XML 

2.1.1 Create a javaScript program to demonstrate timeout and time interval, which 

performs an alert operation 10 seconds after user clicks on a button and a repeated 

alert operation in each 10 seconds after user clicks on another button. Also implement 

stop operation in a button 

2.1.2 Create a javaScript program to create a digital clock 

2.1.3 Create a javascript program to implement show password checkbox inside a login 

form 

2.1.4 Create a javaScript program to implement check all check boxes for a checkbox 

group 

2.1.5 Create a javaScript program to create an XML text like a two-dimensional array that 

contains India's states and districts and print them as an ordered list 

2.1.6 Create a javascript program to validate a registration form with field’s First name, last 

name, username, password, gender, district (select box), address, email 

 

CYCLE – III: AJAX and XML 

3.1 To understand AJAX and XML 

3.1.1 Create an AJAX Program to load a text stored in server when user clicks on a button 

in webpage 

3.1.2 Create an AJAX Program to load an XML file that contains India's states and districts 

into webpage and fill two select boxes using the data fetched from xml. First load the 

State select box and load district select box corresponding to selected state 

3.1.3 Create an AJAX Program to load a student’s data from database and display it as a 

table. The program contains a textbox to enter roll number and a button, when user 

clicks on the button retrieve data from database corresponding to the roll number 

inside the text box. Use GET method 

3.1.4 Create an AJAX Program to perform login operation using AJAX. Use POST method 

 

 



CYCLE – IV: jQuery and AJAX 

4.1 To understand jQuery and AJAX 

4.1.1 Create a jQuery program to bind a function to on-click event of a button, the function 

perform and alert operation 

4.1.2 Create a jQuery program to bind a function to on-click event of a button, the function 

changes the colour of all paragraphs into red 

4.1.3 Create a jQuery program to implement focus and blur event to all text boxes inside a 

form, when user focus on the textbox set background colour to gray, when blurred set 

it back to white 

4.1.4 Create a jQuery program validate a login form on client side when user submits the 

form using attribute event method 

4.1.5 Create a jQuery program Demonstrate hide/show, fade and slide effects on a div 

4.1.6 Create a jQuery program to load a text stored in server when user clicks on a button 

in webpage in AJAX 

 


